A coupled modeling and molecular biology approach to microbial source tracking at Cowell Beach, Santa Cruz, CA, United States.
Consistently high levels of bacterial indicators of fecal pollution rank Cowell Beach as the most polluted beach in California. High levels of fecal indicator bacteria (FIB), E. coli and enterococci, are measured throughout the summer, resulting in beach advisories with social and economic consequences. The source of FIB, however, is unknown. Speculations have been made that the wrack accumulating on the beach is a major source of FIB to the surf zone. The present study uses spatial and temporal sampling coupled with process-modeling to investigate potential FIB sources and the relative contributions of those sources. Temporal sampling showed consistently high FIB concentrations in the surf zone, sand, and wrack at Cowell Beach, and ruled out the storm drain, the river, the harbor, and the adjacent wharf as the sources of the high concentrations observed in the surf zone. Spatial sampling confirmed that the source of FIB to the beach is terrestrial rather than marine. Modeling results showed two dominant FIB sources to the surf zone: sand for enterococci and groundwater for E. coli. FIB from wrack represented a minor contribution to bacterial levels in the water. Molecular source tracking methods indicate the FIB at the beach is of human and bird origin. The microbial source tracking (MST) approach presented here provides a framework for future efforts.